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and the out-parishes had increased, the City and Southwark (appar-
rendy), the oldest and most crowded parts of the metropolis had de-
creased. Asthepopulationhad certainly increasedbetween 1700 and iy2o6
the check is greater than appears, and if the calculations had been made
from the Bills of Mortality die decline would have seemed still greater.
While there was certainly a decrease in the baptisms it is however by
no means clear that this was due to an actual diminution in the popula-
tion of London. In fact, an estimate based on the number of burials
would show an increase. From maps and other evidence it is clear that
London continued to expand. 'It is not easy to account for the diminu-
tion of christenings between ... 1740 and 1760,' said Heberden,
but it may be observed that the number of females buried in the same twenty
years not being sensibly lessened, the defect seems to have arisen from the
smaller proportion among them that bore children. Whatever be the cause of
this, the christenings appear, in fact, to have been fewest at a time when the
burials were nearly at their highest.7
While Price and his followers were wrong in their deductions from
the Bills of Mortality, the Bills were certainly confusing and discon-
certing. By 1740 it had become evident that burials were increasing and
baptisms decreasing, and many calculations were made of the havoc
caused by this waste of life. The figures were indeed alarming. The
baptisms increased from the beginning of the century till 1724, when
they were 19,370, and then decreased till they readied their lowest
point, 13,571 in 1742. They continued at a low level till 1760 and then
began slowly to increase. The burials reached their highest point just
when the baptisms were at their lowest, and were 32,169 in 1741. They
did not again during the century come within 4,000 of this maximum,
and after 1760 it was evident that they were decreasing. The waste of
life recorded in the Bills was at its worst since the days of the plague
between 1727 and 1750. From 1728 the ages of those dying were given
in the Bills and it became apparent that the great mortality was chiefly
among children. The population of London was only kept up by im-
migrants who had passed the dangerous first years of life and many old
people retired outside the Bills to die, yet the percentage of deaths is
estimated to have been i in 20 in 1750,. while a similar calculation for
1740-2 would give a still higher rate.

